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The award winning Ringgrill from Yagoona. Entertaining and
social cooking come alive with this innovative and inviting design.
This special grilling ring is split into 4 separately mountable
heavy steel cookplates which combine to create a huge,
functional grilling surface which. It's careful engineering plate
design resists warping in the heat of the ﬁre. The result is a
grilling ring that stays ﬂat and level in most conditions saving oils
and fats from running into the ﬁre and ﬂaring.
The Yagoona Ringgrill comes in 2 variants, a round hole (1208)
and square hole (1209) versions. Both will host up to 10 people
with comfort.
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The award winning Ringgrill from Yagoona. For the big
entertainer or professional applications.
This special grilling ring is split into 4 separately mountable
heavy steel cookplates which combine to create a huge,
functional grilling surface. It's careful engineering plate design
resists warping in the heat of the ﬁre. The result is a grilling ring
that stays ﬂat and level in most conditions saving oils and fats
from running into the ﬁre and ﬂaring.
The Yagoona Ringgrill comes in 2 variants, a round hole (1213)
and square hole (1212) versions. Both will host up to 30 people
with comfort.
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The award winning Barramundi BBQ from Yagoona. This grill
stands out from all other wood ﬁre grills in that is uses the
heavy steel plates to balance out the heat from your ﬁre rather
than using only hot coals. The 8mm rolled steel cookplates are
both reversible and removable giving maximum cooking ﬂexibility.
Mix and match cookplates to suit your menu. Remove one or
both of the plates to expose an adjustable skewer rack to
slowly roast your favourite Shish-kebab recipe directly over coals.
Use the supplied tools to reconﬁgure the cookplates, even when
hot. Remove a hot plate and use it as a food warmer or a mini
table grill with the Barramundi Hotplate holder (1124).
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The Barramundi BBQ and the Ringgrill (both 80 and 100) are
designed to work together as a complete wood ﬁre grilling
solution. Either grill is capable of amazing results over a wood
ﬁre, but they are intrinsicly different types of grills.
The Ringgrill is a social grill with an enormous cooking surface
and 360° access, together with the iconic ﬁre buring in the
center of its steel ring. Simple, and elegant.
The Barramundi BBQ is the grill chef's wood ﬁre grill. Its real
potential of this unique grill is unlocked when a chef masters
true ﬁre control. The thick steel of the cookplates are the key to
taming irratic ﬂames into a stable usable heat.
With many cleverly hidden features and accessories, this
surprisingly simple grill achieves an amazing array of results.
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